
For Dreams to Destiny Program’s OMM Personalization, Required Info to be mailed (d2d@hoorecon.com) :

Name, Address to courier, Gender, Date of Birth, Time of Birth, Place of Birth, Horoscope (preferred, but
optional), LIVE Selfie with clearly visible eyes, Specific, Measurable & Time bound Goal and Payment Receipt

Investment :  ₹ 5,900 + GST To pay @ : https://hoorecon.com/OMM-Personalization For Q&A : +91-8489681052

Stage #1: [3-5 days]

Personalized Music Therapy to align your subconscious to the frequencies of your specific goal

Stage #2: [2-3 days], on parallel to Stage #1

Horoscope Analysis to understand your Major & Minor Planetary Influences (Dasha-Bhukti) and Current
Planetary Transits, to send the energy intent accordingly to the Universe for faster manifestation of your
specific goal

Stage #3: [1-2 days], on parallel to Stage #1

Recommendation of Bach Flower Remedies, considering your current challenges beyond what you’ve
described and the required energy shifts to attract what you want

Stage #4: [1-3 days], on parallel to Stage #1

As per our inputs, your own making of Success Songs Therapy, in relevance to this specific goal of yours

Stage #5: [2-3 days]

Blessings from an accomplished and most famous Energy Guru with 23+ years of mastery in Healing and
Personalized Energy Statement in his own voice, to attain your specific goal

Stage #6: [3-4 days]

Process of Sound Engineering to mix :

1. OMM Meditation (of corresponding Version you’re initiated into - v1 for 25 mins with the Stillness
Energy, v2 for 35 mins with the Manifestation Energy & v3 for 45 mins with the Acceleration Energy)

2. Personalized Music Therapy

3. Personalized Bach Flower Remedies

4. Personalized Energy Statement

5. Personalized Success Song Sequence

Stage #7: [1-2 days]

Energizing your Personalized OMM Meditation for the specific goal and Gracious Delivery to you.
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